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Let G be a semisimple connected linear algebraic group over k (an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0). If 9 is an involution of G and 
H is the normalizer of is E G: 3(.r) = .vi, then the homogeneous variety 
G/H will be by definition, a symmetric variety (of adjoint type). This 
quotient is not affected by isogenies, and, in fact, it can be identified with 
G”d/j.~ E G”“: &.u) = x) where G “” is the adjoint group of G and 9 is the 
automorphism induced by 9. Some interesting examples are nondegenerate 
quadrics in P” (SL(n + 1 ) with S(s) = (.u’) ’ ) and groups of adjoint type 
(G x G with 8(.x, J.) = ( ~3, s)). A complete classification can be found for 
instance in [H]. 
In [CSV I] C. De Concini and C. Procesi construct a canonical projec- 
tive G-equivariant compactification XI of GjH and study some of its 
geometric properties. In particular, they compute the Picard group of X: 
give an algorithm for the intersection form on this group, and find the 
sections of any line bundle on 2’. 
In order to do enumerative geometry on the symmetric variety they are 
led in [CSV II] to consider the space of coditions C*(G/H) (see lot. cit. of 
Section 6 below for its definition). They give C*(G/H) a ring structure and 
they show that 
C*( G.‘H) z b H*( I’). 
where Y runs over all possible G-equivariant compactifications of G/H that 
lie over X and are proper and smooth. 
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One of the aims of this paper is to compute the Picard group of any 
of the above compactifications Y. The compactification Y contains a par- 
ticular torus embedding Z and in Section 2 below we show that the maps 
give rise to an exact sequence of Picard groups 
0 + Pic( X) + Pic( Y) + Pit(Z) + 0. 
This sequence splits and we have 
Pic( Y) = Pic( X) @ Pic( Z). 
This gives a decomposition, see Section 6, 
C’(G/H) 2 Pit(X)@ C’(S) 
in terms of “global” and “local” numbers as in Halphen’s work on tonics 
[Ha; CX]. In Section 5 we extend the algorithm of (CSV I] to our situa- 
tion and, hence, find the intersection form on Pic( Y) and C’(G/H). In 
Section 3 we find the group of sections of any line bundle on Y and in 
Section 4 we see that it is entirely determined by the sections over Z or, its 
closure, Z’. Finally, in Section 7, we compute the Betti numbers of Y both 
using the theory of BialynickiiBirula (see [ Bl; B2] ) and counting rational 
points over finite fields. This generalizes the formulae in [Str; DS] and 
gives rise to combinatorial identities. 
This paper should be considered as a continuation of [CSV I; CSV 11; 
DS] and relies on the results there. I hope to show elsewhere how one can 
rederive some of these results using symplectic geometry along the lines of 
IGSI. 
This research was done in 1986 and some of the results were mentioned 
by C. De Concini at the I. C. M. in Berkeley.’ 
1. COMPLETE SYMMETRIC VARIETIES AND TORUS EMBEDDINGS 
We recall some results from [CSV I; CSV II] and set some notations we 
shall use. 
Let G be a semisimple connected linear algebraic group over li (an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero), 9 an involution of G and 
denote by H the normalizer of the fixed subgroup G”. 
A torus contained in G is split if 3(t) = t ’ for every one of its elements 
’ After this paper was completed I saw a preprint hy M. Brim which partially overlaps tiith 
some results of this paper. 
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f. Let T, be a maximal split torus and let T be a maximal torus containing 
T,. T is necessarily g-stable and 3 induces an involution 9 on the roots @ 
of (G, T). We can define @(,= (x~@:&=r) and @,=@-@,,. Choose 
positive roots so that B(@,n@+)c-@+. If r:X(T)+.Y(T,) is the 
restriction map, then r( @, ) gives a root system in X( T, ). This root system. 
which may be nonreduced, is by definition the root system of the sym- 
metric variety. Its Weyl group will be denoted Cl”. 
Let S = 7‘, IT, n H c G,H and let X be the compactification of GiH con- 
sidered in [ICSV I]. The closure of S in ?r- is a complete smooth S-torus 
embedding. Its rppd is given by the Weyl chambers (and their walls) of the 
root system of G/H. The negative Weyl chamber rrO gives an I-dimensional 
afline torus embedding (in fact an affine space) A’c x’. Its rppd 3,, consists 
of all the faces of oo. 
Let P be the S-principal libre bundle on X associated to the vector 
bundle @ 6 (D,), where D, runs through the boundary divisors of X. If 
Z + A’ is a torus embedding lying over A’, then Y = ‘1./ is the pull-back of 
the diagram 
PXAZ 
If we let Z + A’ run through all proper smooth S-embeddings lying over 
A’, then Y = X, -+ 2’ will run through all proper smooth G-equivariant 
compactifications of G/H lying over X (see [CSV II]). 
In this paper “complete symmetric variety” will stand for proper smooth 
G-equivariant compactilication of G/H lying over X. 
The rppd d of the S-embedding Z + A’ is a subdivision of the negative 
Weyl chamber o0 by simplicial cones. Every G-orbit of Y = X, intersects Z 
precisely in one S-orbit. Thus the cones in A parametrize both the S-orbits 
of Z and the G-orbits of Y= Xz. If 7 is a cone in A, we shall denote by o., 
the corresponding S-orbit in Z and by If\ the corresponding G-orbit in 
Y = X,. Recall that the codimension of I’.. and 0;. coincide with the dimen- 
sion of the cone y. 
For torus embeddings we essentially follow the notations of [D]. In 
particular, M = X(S) will be the character group of S and N will be its 
dual. If 7 is a cone in N, = N@ Q, then we set 
7 = ( IPZ E M, : ( ?)I, ~2 ) >, 0 for all 12 E ;’ I, 
and 
Z.: = Spec k[$ n M]. 
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2. THE PICARD GROUP 
2.1. In order to compute the Picard group of a (smooth) complete sym- 
metric variety Y = X, we need to study first the Picard group of the torus 
embedding Z. One may deduce from [D] that there is an isomorphism of 
short exact sequences 
Q-M- Pit,(Z) F Pit(2) - 0 
O- M- r,(Z) F f(Z) -0 
where 
T,(Z)=limM,,, M,,=M/Mny’ 
Renmks. ( 1) Here f,(Z) is an equivariant cohomology group. M, 
should be thought of as the character group X(Stab,(;l)) of the stabilizer 
of a point I;, in the orbit o;,. And C’:(U) = (m,.) means that Stab,(y) acts 
on the tibre sP(.y:.) by means of the character m,.. 
(2) If d is the rppd of Z, define IdI = LJBtd y. The group T,(Z) can 
be identified with the functions g: IdI + Q which are d-linear, i.e., the 
restriction of g to every cone 1’ in d is linear and g takes integer values on 
;’ n N. 
LEMMA. f,(Z) can be identified ,+irh the group consisting qf‘,families 
m = (In,), inde.ved hi, the masinlal cotles, and subject to the comnpatihilit?~ 
conditiorz 
Proof Every cone y is contained in a maximal cone 0. 
Remark. It is clear that the lemma also holds for complete smooth 
torus embeddings. In particular it holds for the closure Z’ of S in Y. In this 
case the maximal cones are of the form 1~. o- where g E d’ and ~1’ E W’. 
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2.2. The boundary divisor (1, that corresponds to T is given on Z, by the 
equation 9 “lb = 0. Here 
m:, = 
ifTc0, T=C(!I,) 
otherwise 
with CJ = C(rr,, . . . . 11,), 6 = C(~I,. . . . . ??I,) and (nr,, f~,) = 6,,. Define m’ = (/,!:I 
and d i = -mT. It is clear that dT corresponds to the divisor rl,. 
We have: 
Prmf: Smce Z is smooth, for each maximal cone (T, the family 
i 02;: T c (T j forms a basis. Let 
where a: E Z (0: 30 if t17, E 6 n M). It suffices to show that cl:‘= 0;” 
whenever T (= gI n G,,. By condition (*) 
and, if T = c’(n), we have 
0 = (tIl,x - l?l,,(, t1) = LIY’- cp. 
COROLLARY. Tile m”s, T E A’, ,fiwttt u ,fiee basis jbr f,s(Z). Ah 
Pic( Z) N TJ (Z)/M is ,fieel~> yetlerated hi, the m”s Iitith T c A ’ - ,I:,, 
Proqf: Suppose 2 u,m’ = C u,(nzL) = 0. Note that for a fixed G, the 
nonzero mi’s form a basis of M. For every T there is at least one G,EA’ 
that contains it. It follows that IN:, # 0 and u, = 0. 
2.3. Let Ir;” = G/P be the unique closed orbit of X, G simply connected. 
It is well known that we have isomorphisms 
DivCl( G/P) 3 Pic( G/P) z Pit, (G/P) q .4 c ,Y( T). 
Here A is the lattice spanned by the fundamental weights relative to the 
simple roots in @T and cy: Pic,( G.!P) + .A associates to a linearized 
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bundle 9 the character by which T acts on the fibre Y(.K,) over the unique 
B-fixed point So,. 
Recall [CSV I, Prop. 8.11 that the inclusion i: C’,,,q ,I’ induces an 
injection of Picard groups and hence Pit(X) can be identified with a 
sublattice T,v of A. This sublattice contains the weights x, -‘x:, a, E @, , and 
the lattice M that they span. For each maximal cone 0~ A’, let Cc& be the 
corresponding closed orbit in Y. The map n: Y + X gives isomorphisms 
71: C’ ~ 3 I’,,, and hence n* : Pic(L’&,) r Pic( cc,,). 
2.4. Let G be simply connected. Since Pic( Y) is discrete, any line bundle 
on Y can be linearized, [St], and we get isomorphisms 
DivCl( Y) 3 Pic( Y) 2 Pit, ( Y). 
We are now ready to state our first result: 
THEOREM. Let Y = X, be u (mouth) complete s?wmetric tlariet>,. Then : 
( 1) The maps 
give rise to a split exact sequence 
0 - Pit(X) 1; Pic( Y) ‘r, Pit(Z) - 0 
and n,e have 
Pic( Y) = Pic( X) @ Pic( Z) 
(2) The nzorphism DivCl(Z) -+ DivCl( Y), giwn by sending the ,fiee 
generators Cd,], T E A’ -AA, to CD,], giaes a splitting sf the short exact 
sequence 
0 -+ DivCl(X) --t DivCl( Y) + DivCl(Z) + 0 
and we get 
DivCl( Y) = 7r* DivCl(X) 0 1 Z [D,]. 
rt3’ -1; 
(3 ) The morphism given bjx restriction to the closed orbits 
cy: Pic( Y) + n Pic(((;) 
f7E.l’ 
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Rrtmrk. If c:;( JT/‘) = 1, we shall also write 9 = J&. 
Proof: We shall first prove the injectivity of ~7 and the exactness 
(except surjectivity of Pic( Y) + Pit(Z)) of the sequence. It will be clear 
from the proof that the image of c:; is contained in n,, Pit(X) c 
n, Pic(0,). 
Note that the commutativity of the diagram 
and Pic(A’) = 0 already shows that i*n* = 0. Hence im n* c ker i*. 
We shall use the fact [CSV II. Section 21 that Y can be covered by a 
2-blow up Y’ of X. Recall that 2-blow up means that I” is obtained from 
X by a sequence of blow ups along codimension 2 orbit closures. 
2.5. We first consider this case. It is clear that the theorem holds for 1 
and A’. Assume that the properties we wish to prove here hold for Y, and 
let 7-t: P- Y be the blow up of Y along I?‘, where W is an orbit of 
codimension two. It is well known that 
Pic( P) 171* Pic( I’) @ Z I’ (E), 
where E is the exceptional divisor. For each closed orbit Ii; in E’ there are 
two closed orbits co, and To, lying over it and Pic( Y) maps into the 
diagonal of Pic( F,,, ) x Pic( FU’,..). -Let D, and D, be G-invariant divisors with 
IT’= D, n D2 and let 6, and B, be their strict transforms. Choose the 
indices in such a way that C’( b, ) (‘,, = 0 and fl (B,) 1 FU’,, = 0. The equalities 
rr*(’ (D,) = I’ (b,, + C”(E) 
give in Pic(Ffl,) x Pic(Tc!): 
(~i(D,),Ii(D,))=(*,O)+(n,.~~) 
and 
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This shows that O(E) goes to (fl:(D2), Lo(D,)) which lies outside the 
diagonal in Pic( X) x Pic( A’). 
Consider now the diagram: 
* 0 - Pit(X) B ‘P Pic( Y) A Pit(Z) 
II I 
n* 
I 
?I* 
0 - Pic( X) L 7r* Pic( Y) @ Z . C,‘(E) L rc* Pit(Z) @ Z . Cc’(e) 
Since $(Pic(X)) c Pic( Y) and 4 = cp 0 l,, it is clear that the bottom 
sequence is exact. 
2.6. Now let Y be arbitrary and let Y’ be a 2-blow up of X that covers 
it. 
These maps are birational and therefore have degree one and give injec- 
tions in cohomology. Recall that these varieties have a paving by afline 
cells and hence on them H’( -, Z) is isomorphic to Pic( - ). It follows that 
7c* : Pic( Y) -+ Pic( Y’) is one-to-one. Consider the commutative diagram: 
Pic( Y’) C n Pic(fl;l) 
I 
7I* T -4 
Pic( Y) - n Pic(lc’,) 
It is clear that the bottom morphism is injective and that its image lies 
in n, Pit(X). 
The following diagram commutes 
IL 0 - Pic( X) - Pic( Y) ‘P Pit(Z) 
II I 
7T* 
I 
dJ O- Pic(X)- Pic( Y’) Lp1 Pic(Z’) 
and if cp(y)=O, then ~*(>~)Ekercp’=im$‘. From z*$(.u)=IC/‘(.y)= 
z*(y), it follows that 1’ = $(x) and we are done. 
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2.7. Let’s now finish the proof of the Theorem. We shall need the 
following 
Proof: Let SE H”( Y* I’ (D,)) be the unique section whose divisor is D,. 
Since D, is G-stable and G is semisimple, s is G-invariant. Now x”‘“. 
extended U -invariantly, gives a local equation for D, on I: x Z, and we 
can write .Y := x”‘“.s, where s, is a trivialization of C (D,) 1 U x Z,. But 
\rr(s,) =0- 0: and restricting to the Mixed point -i-0 E CA n Z,. we get 
(i (D,) = F,]r. 
We are now ready to prove: 
(1) r, c image. Let h = (2,) be in F,.. Take 3. E r,y (any jV, will do) 
such that i, - 2 = tn, E M for all 0. Now m = (tn,) satisfies the condition of 
lemma 2.2 and we can write m = x NrrnT. LI, E Z. It is now clear that 
)L = i. -C u, D’. 
(3) Image c I’,.. Let 3, = (I.,) be in the image and let a,,! = gX n (T,~. If 
.sl and s,! are trivializations of 2’1 I; x Z,> and 2’1 Li x Z,,,. then, on 
u x q,,, .sX =,fi,$ where f’ is an invertible weight vector and, hence. its 
weight is in M n c$,. It follows that i,* ~ i,,,~ o$ and therefore i E rl. 
(3) Surjectivity. The group DivCl(Z) is generated by the boundary 
divisors I/, = D, n Z of Z. Now D, n (L: x Z) is a IJ’ -invariant extension 
of d, that meets Z transversally. The surjectivity of i*: DivCl( Y) + 
DivCl( Z) follows. 
Remarli. The restriction morphism Pic(c.) + n, 7; Pic( I’,) is also 
injective. Note these C,, 0 2 y, are the closed orbits contained in F, 
3. SECTIONS OF LINE BUNDLES 
3.1. Let G be simply connected. Since Pic( Y) is discrete, any line bundle 
can be G-linearized [St]. This gives an action of G on every cohomology 
space H’( Y, 9). In this section we wish to determine H”( Y. -Ic). 
LEMMA. Let Y’ he a line bundle otz 1: Then the G-ttmhle H”( Y. 2’) i.\ 
ttiultiplicit~~ free, i.e., dim Hom,,( C’, H”( Y, 2’)) 6 1 ,fiw ever). irreducible 
representation k’ of‘ G. 
Proof: Suppose Horn,, ( C’. H*( Y, F)) # 0. where I’ is irreducible with 
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highest weight p. Let s,, s2 E H”( Y, U) be two nonzero U-invariant 
sections of weight p. Then s,/s, is a B-invariant rational function on Y. 
Since Y contains a dense B-orbit, it follows that s,/s, is constant. 
3.2. Both T and S= T, IT, A H act on Z and both actions commute. 
They give actions on P>(S) by {fls)=,f(r ‘s). Now 
This gives a map i: X(S) +X(T) such that in~,~(,f’)= iry.(J’) for every 
weight vector j’: Here irs, iv7 stand for weight with respect to the action of 
S, T. In fact i is a morphism and identifies X(S) with M c X(T). Recall M 
is the lattice generated by the weights c(, - 3: = ,t’7(x,) = br7 (n*s,), X, the 
coordinate on A’ and rr : Z -+ A’. 
Furthermore if j: X(S) + X( T, ) is induced by the quotient morphism 
T, + S and r: X(T) + X( T, ) is given by restriction, then ri =,j. It suffices to 
verify it on the generators ii’.7(.~,). But i(+rl,(.r,)) = ,tsT(x,), and hence 
ri(n’s(s,))=r(,l,T(.u,))=,~‘T,(.~i)=j()~.S(.~,)). 
3.3. DEFINITION. If h E ry. let 
II(Y.h)= FE T‘i &,+(MnG):pdominant 
(TtJ’ 
Renmrks. (1) Note that Z7( Y, h) c r,%-. 
(2) If Y = 9, is a very ample line bundle, then it gives rise to a 
moment map Qy and we have 
where C+ is the positive Weyl Chamber. 
PROPOSITION. Let 9 = ZA be u line bundle over Y and let VI1 he the 
irreducible representation of G lrith highest weight p. If V,T appears in 
H”( Y, U), then p E Z7( Y, h). 
Prooj If s, trivializes 9 over U x Z,, then so does hs,, h E B It 
follows that bs, = fs, where ,f is invertible on the affme space UP x Z, 
hence a constant. But the T-fixpoint X, EZ~ is also the B-fixpoint of 6;. 
Evaluating at X, it becomes clear that bs, = hP”Vs,. It follows that ,P, is 
U-invariant of weight -2,. 
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If s E H”( Y, 9) is a section generating a E-stable line. then we can 
write s =.fism where ,f’ is regular on li x 2,. Since s and s, are c’ - 
invariant, ,f‘ is also Cl -invariant and can be identified with an element of 
6/(Z,) = k[ti n M]. Since both s, and s =,/S, are weight vectors, then so 
is ,f and N‘~(s) = ~‘~(,f‘) + N,~(s,). Hence ~,~(,f’ ) = i, - ~1 E - (6 n $4). 
Recall that -7 has weight --I)I. It follows that 11 E i., + (6 n M). 
3.4. The following result is the combinatorial key to what follows. 
LEMMA. Let p he u tiomir~ar~t weight rmcr’ let 1 he in r, The ,follo~c~it~g 
coriditioris are equivulent 
(1) /CEz77(Y,k) 
(2) (jt)=L~o,D’,u,~N. 
!f  the>> hold, tlm p belongs to IT, . 
Proqf: 1 -3 2. Apply Lemma 2.2 to m = (~1,) = (IL- 2,). The rest is 
clear. 
Proof: In [CSV I, Section 8.31 it is proved that if PE f,v is dominant, 
then H”(X, 2’$) contains 1’:. Since HO(X, 9;,) c H”( Y, T[*Y,~) there is 
a U-invariant section ~1 ~I, of weight -p. But if A = p - 1 a, D’, then 
I’ ,, n, st’ E: HO( 1; 2,) is nonzero U-invariant of weight --l. Here 
s, E HO( Y, -iL;,rf stands for the unique section, up to scalar, whose divisor is 
D,. The result follows. 
Remarks. (1 ) This extends some of the results of [CSV 1] from Y= X 
to general Y. The result from [CSV I, Section 8.31 that we use, is proved 
there using Kodaira’s vanishing theorem. I hope to show elsewhere how 
one can obtain this result using symplectic geometry along the lines of 
CGSI. 
(2) By an analogous argument, and the results of [CSV I], we can 
prove that for FE Pic,( Y) 
Hom,,( 1,:. H”(<., 9’j< )) # 0 
if, and only if, 
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or, equivalently, 
(PI,,:. = O.,L,.;+ 1 u,(D;),,;., N, E N. 
re, 
3.5. One can define a filtration tii(a,) of HO( Y, yi.), where (a,) is a 
family, indexed by one dimensional cones, of nonnegative integers. #;,(a,) 
consists of those sections vanishing on each D, of order aa,. 
Then the result becomes 
yjfll(a,) V/Y if h + x u, D’ = p dominant 
c (a;)>lo,) *i.(4) = 0 otherwise. 
3.6. EXAMPLE. Let X be the variety of complete tonics (G = SL( 3, C), 
S(s) = (.u’)) ’ ) and let Y be the blow up of x’ along the closed orbit of 
Halphen tonics. We have 
-@+ =@T = {x1. U?. u, +c!-l) 
-r,v=2.weights={a.20~,+h.2t02:a,hEZj 
-A4=2.roots= ‘,a.2u, +h.2x2:a, hEZ] 
-ti,=(-22,, -2(x,-x,)) 
-6~=(-2(u,-u,), -2%) 
-ry= [(I.,, A,): A,, E,,Eryandi,-~2EZ.2(c(,-cc,)i 
- HO( Y, 9 IXW, + lW~.7W, + XClQ, ) = @ V,T where 
,ULE {So, +2w,, 210, +8to,, 401, +401~,,, 601,. 6w,, 20, +2w2,0 
4. RESTRICTION TO THE COMPLETE TORUS EMBEDDING 
4.1. Let Z” be the closure of S in Y and let A, be its rppd. If 
9EPicT(Z‘) and OEA~, we still let j., be the character by which T acts 
on the fibre 9(.x,) over the T-fixed point X, in Z’. 
PROPOSITION. [~Y,E Pit,(Y) ~‘e have: 
H”(Z,DYlZ)= 0 k;, 
,EII(Li.) 
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Prooj: The same argument as in Section 3 
We have an immediate corollary: 
n(I:A)=n(Z,k)nc+ 
=L7(Zc’, h)nC+. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that 
II( Y, k) c 17(ZC, b). 
The highest weight section s i,, p E I7( Y, A), is nonzero and U-invariant. 
Its restriction to Z’ is nonzero for otherwise it would vanish on the dense 
subset (1.. x S of Y. and hence on the whole of Y. It follows that 11 belongs 
to 17(ZC, h). 
4.2. Recall [H] that W’ = (11. E CL’: it’. t, c t, i/W,,, where W, is the 
subgroup of W associated to QCj. In particular W’ acts on the lattice .4. 
II1 general nje cm onI)> assert that the lefi hid side contuins the right huritl 
side. 
Remzrk. The case of SL(3) with exceptional involution, already gives 
examples where the inclusion is strict. 
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Proqf: In general we have: 
H(ZC’,h)r> u n(~,i)nw~c+ = 
WE u ’ 
= ,, g‘., it’ (H(T’, A) n c+ 1 
If A= (A,) consists of special weights, then the weights in n(Z’, i) are also 
special and U,,.. &,.I ~1’ C‘+ covers them. 
Summarizing: 
THEOREM. The elen1ent.r. oj’ I7( Y. h) correspond to the W’-orbits in 
I7( z”, A) that contain a domi~zant H’eight. [f‘ 3, consists oj. special weights, 
then this is sati$ed Hal euerj’ W’-orbit. Furthermore the .sections irl 
H’(Z”, 9 ) Z’ ) oj‘ weight - 11’. p, bvhere w E W’ md p E l7( Y, i), are the 
restriction qf‘ the sections in Vz c H”( Y, Y) Qf e.utremul bt,eight - N’ ~1. 
In purticular, if’ 1 consists of speciul hveights, the restriction rnup 
R: H”( Y, 9’) + H”(Z’, 9 1 Z’ ) i.r surjective. 
Proof: By suitably choosing a compatible ordering of the roots, we can 
view a nonzero section in V,y c H”( Y, 2 ), of extremal weight - 11’ ~1, as a 
highest weight section. But we already know that these sections have non- 
vanishing restriction. 
Remark. We conjecture that, in general, the restriction morphism 
R: H”( Y, Y)- H”(Z’. _UIZ’) 
is surjective, and moreover, for every ,U E Z7( Y, h) and ): E n(Z’, h), the 
morphism R maps the nonzero sections of weight -x in Vz c HO( Y, 9’) 
onto the nonzero sections of weight -x in H’(Z”, 9’1 z’ ). It is easy to see 
that the question reduces itself to the case of X and a dominant 2. 
5. THE INTERSECTION FORM 
5.1. In this section we want to show that the algorithm of De Concini 
and Procesi [CSV I] can be generalized to compute the intersection form 
on Pic( Y) N H’( Y, Z). 
We assume the symmetric variety is simple and work in H’( Y, Q). 
If ,X0 is the Q-vector space spanned by the special weights, we can iden- 
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tify it with M, and via the Killing form ( , ), with No. If T E d ‘, we let i’ 
be the special weight that corresponds to the primitive vector on the ray T. 
Recall, [CSV I], that Pic(X)o coincides with Z,, (resp. Z,, + Q .(I). where 
(I) is a fundamental weight) if X is not exceptional (resp. exceptional). Thus 
a basis for H’( Y, Q) is given by ( D’: T E A ’ i (resp. I D’: 5 E 3 ’ ) u (u 1 ). 
Proc?f: We may assume that Y is different from X. Write 2’ = x a,; D”, 
and let 
(**I 
where T - rl means that the cone spanned by 5 and r\ is in d, i.e., 
D,nD,,ZIzi. 
If CJ contains T. we have 
for Dz=O whenever rl $ (T. 
Consider the matrix given by (**). The rows and columns where t is not 
present are given by the T’S contained in all maximal cones. If ;’ is the inter- 
section of all maximal cones in il. then the highest coefficient of the deter- 
minant of (**) is one (if ;’ is empty) or the minor determined by y. As we 
shall see in the lemma below, this minor is always nonzero. Hence for 
infinitely many values of t, the determinant does not vanish. Each one of 
these values gives a basis for 2‘. 
Remark. We conjecture that I E’(O)) always gives a basis. 
Pror?fI Suppose 
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and let CJ be a maximal cone in d containing y. We get 
But (j-‘, 0;) = 0 whenever T, ‘1 c u and z # ‘1. This shows that u, = 0 for 
r c ;‘. Since the D’s are linearly independent we also have h, = 0 for 7 # ;‘. 
5.2. Let’s now describe the algorithm for exceptional G/H. The non- 
exceptional case is simpler for (11 is not present. 
The purpose of the algorithm is to evaluate monomials to”Erl.. E“ of 
degree II = dim G/H, against the class of a point in Y. The algorithm 
reduces this to evaluating suitable monomials against the class of a point 
in a flag variety G/P. where there is a well known theory [So]. 
Let’s consider monomials M= (n, c~ Dq) cd’Erl E’>, 7 E A, of degree 
II. The support of A4 is the cone ;‘? while # { i: T; $ 7 1 is its content. If t, 
is the first ray not contained in ;‘. then we express E” as a linear combina- 
tion of jE’: 7~)‘) u [D’: z qb ;‘I. Substituting, M becomes a linear com- 
bination of monomials which are of bigger support or smaller content. We 
disregard monomials whose support is not in A for these give zero when 
evaluated: the intersection of the divisors is empty. 
By repeated application of this procedure we end up with a linear com- 
bination of monomials which have a maximal cone as support and 
monomials of smaller support but of content 0. We shall see below that the 
second type of monomials give always zero when evaluated against a point. 
If M=(rI,,, Dq) d’E’I .. E” is a monomial of the first kind. then its 
evaluation coincides with the evaluation of tu”E: .. E: against the class of 
a point in the closed orbit e,, % G/P. 
PROPOSITION. Let M = (n, c ;’ Dq) to”E” . E’> he u monorrzial of degree 
II, support a nonrrlasirnul cone 7, urd content 0. The evaluation qf’ M against 
the class oj’ a point in Y is 0. 
Proof: Let Y7 be the closure of “1,. Since Y;, is the transversal intersec- 
tion of the divisors D,. T c y, we may as well evaluate whE” . ET5 on Y;.. 
Note that the degree of this monomial h + s equals the dimension of Y;. 
In fact, we shall see that its restriction to Y;. vanishes. This is because 
there is a map n: Y;. + G/Q, Q parabolic with dim Y7 > dim G/Q, and 
to”ET1 . ..E’>( Y;, lies in the image of R*: H*(G/Q)+ H*(Y7). Let 7” be the 
smallest cone in A, that contains 7 and let X;., be the closure of I’;,. We 
have a map Y;. + X;.,, and it is clear that whErl E”/ Y7 is the pull-back 
under this map of ~~1.” ,I’<. But we already know from [CSV I] that 
this lies in the image of OCR, where z(, is a suitable map Xi.,, + G/Q. 
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6. ENUMERATIVE CONDITIONS OF DIMENSION ONE 
The aim of this section is to give an explicit description of the group of 
enumerative conditions of dimension one C’(G.iH). Let’s recall from 
[ CSV II] its definition. 
6. I. Let D, M;c GIH be subvarieties of codimension r and II - r. 
II = dim G/H. There is a nonempty open subset I. of G such that: 
(a) ,r:. D meets I+’ transversely for each K E C’. 
(b) (D. U’) = # ( g. D n ft’) is constant on b.. 
We obtain, by linearity, a pairing 
?‘(G,,‘H) x Yn ‘(G;H) + Z. 
Here Y’(G,‘H) is the group of algebraic cycles of codimension r on G/H. 
Let 
.kF(G,IH)= (DE~“(G/H): (D, CV)=O for all I+‘E~” ‘(G/H): 
and define 
c’( G/H) = 4 ‘( G/H)/S( G/H). 
This definition can be made for any homogeneous space and, in particular, 
for the torus S. 
In [CSV II] it is proved that 
C’( G/H) v l& Pic( I’) 
and 
C’(S) 2: l&Pic(Z), 
where Y runs trough all complete symmetric varieties and Z runs trough 
the corresponding torus embeddings. 
Let’s rewrite Theorem 2.4 in this language: 
(“(G/H) = Pic(Ay)@C’(s). 
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Remarks. ( 1) Let F,,(S) consist of functions 
modulo M, i.e., two functions I‘ and g are identified if they differ by a linear 
function nr E M. We know, 2nd remark in Section 2.1, that Pit(Z) can be 
identified with a subgroup of yh,(S). It is easy to see that these identilica- 
tions are compatible and give an injective morphism 
C’(S)-lim Pic(Z)cjF&,(S). 
This allows us to identify C’(S) with the functions of 3,,(S) which are 
A-linear for some rppd A relining A,. Recall that A-linear means that the 
restriction to every cone ; in A is linear and it takes integer values on 
3’ n N. 
(2) The theorem gives a decomposition in terms of “global” and 
“local” numbers as in Halphen’s work on tonics [Ha; CX]. 
Proqf: Taking the right limit of the exact sequences 
0 + Pic( X) -9 Pic( Y) + Pic( Z) -+ 0 
we get the exactness of the sequence. 
The splitting morphism 
C’( S) + C’(G/H) 
is given by the maps Pit(Z) + Pic( Y) which send cp(n,), t E A’ -A,,, to 
cfl(D,). These maps are compatible because, given rr: Y, + I’, and 
TEA’-A,, no divisor D,. r E A:,c A:, is contained in n ‘(D,). 
6.2. Let’s now give a family of “interior” generators for C’(G/H). It suf- 
fices to give such a family for C’(S), because we can extend each equation, 
U---invariantly, to the dense subset 17 x S of G/H. 
We know (see [CSV II]) that in 
C’(S) 1 l& Pit(Z) 
it suffices to let Z run through all 2-blow up’s Let (Z, A) be a 2-blow up 
and let gd correspond to a fixed ample line bundle on Z. This means [D] 
that g3 is strictly convex and it is clear that it cannot come from an earlier 
2-blow up. Thus the family 
(g’:(Z,A)a2-blowup) 
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generates line Pit(Z). Note that the section of -Y$ that corresponds to the 
equation 
does not vanish on any fixed point. and hence its divisor meets all orbit 
closures properly. It follows that the family I ,f:, ) gives a family of “interior” 
generators for C’(S). 
6.3. In the case of rank two. one can give a basis for C’(S). This was 
already done by Halphen [Ha]. In this case, the basis is indexed by all 
possible rational rays r. except those in A,,. For each such ray consider the 
rppd A, defined by 
(a) ilj=3;,u (T; = (T,, T2. r;. 
(b) dj= {a,=(r,s), CJ,=(T.~)). 
Let ,f; be the “interior” equation that corresponds to -d r3 
The family i,f;) gives a basis for C’(S). This is because, given A, the 
images under the obvious maps of the different d’ E Pic(Z ,.). r E A ‘. 
span Pic( Z.,). 
It would be very interesting to find a basis in the case of higher rank. 
7. THE BETTI NUMBERS 
We want to show here that the formalism developed in the sections 
above allows us to extend the formulae, for the Poincare polynomial, in 
[DS] from X to Y. Since the techniques we use are essentially the same 
as those of [DS] we tend to sketch many passages. We refer to [DS] for 
missing details and background material. 
7.1. Let’s now set some notations we shall use. If y E A, we let y. be the 
smallest cone in d,, containing ; and we let R., = R,,, consist of the simple 
roots with restriction lying in ;‘;. Now Sz: determines a subgroup 16’; of the 
Weyl group and a parabolic subgroup P; We let L,. be the derived group 
of the Levi factor of P.. and we write 9, for. the involution on L.. induced 
by 3. 
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in A containing y. The fihre of the map 7c : Cy -+ C;.,, coincides Mith that of‘ its 
restriction to the torus orbit n: 0;. + o,,,. In particular if‘ ;q and y. haoe the 
same dimension, then n : (‘1. + I’;,,, is an isornorphim. 
Proof: Let P be the principal S-bundle associated to the vector bundle 
V=@ it -I,; 9,); over X. Then we have a commutative diagram: 
and the result follows. 
COROLLARY. Let Ci., ;’ E A, be a G-orbit in Y. The necessary and mfl 
ficient condition for I’;, to have TTfi.vpoints is that y and yO haue the same 
dinwnsion atld ci;.,, also contains TTfkpoints. 
Proof: Let 77: 0: 4 Ci,, and x E I?.? The G-equivariant injection 
i: Cl!. C Px,%o. 
maps z ‘E(X) onto the Stab,Y(yo)-orbit of the T-fixpoint i(x). Since the 
actions of S and T on P x s 0;. commute, this orbit consists of T-lixpoints. 
It follows that C’II(.Y) is contained in the finite set Pf and hence, being 
connected, coincides with [.Y;.. This gives the equality Stab,(;,,) = 
Stab.s(y), and ;’ has the same dimension as yO. The converse is clear by the 
proposition above. 
Remark. We let ASpecla, c A consist of those cones 1’ that satisfy the 
condition of the corollary. We refer the reader to [DS] for the proof of the 
following combinatorial criterion: 
I’ .;” # ,0 if, and only if, 9 II’ ,,,I’m w?,, = identity on Q;.,,. 
Here ,q is the obvious involution on @, and \(I;,,, (resp. k~,“) stands for the 
longest element in IV;,, (resp. W,,). Recall that o,, is the unique maximal 
cone in A,,. 
7.2. For each cone ;‘E A, let Ty c T be the identity component of 
cn 1 t n ker (x) and let T” c L;. be a J-stable complementary subtorus with 
T= T’ T.. and T” n T;. finite. Note that T;. is &stable because kr” t Sz:, 
whenever r E Q2,. Recall that P.; = L, . T;. R,Pi.. For every v 2 7, we have 
D:, = rl, + 0;. 
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where 11~ E k’( T;‘) and Dt, E X( T,.) is independent of (r due to compatibility. 
Since both T,, and T; are J-stable. D: is a special weight. 
Pror$ Since the normalizer of T acts transitively on C I, it suffices to 
show it when n(.~) corresponds to the identity. Consider the line bundle 
on CT,, where nD.: both belongs to Mc f.Y and defines a character of P... 
Here rr stands for the map 72: (??;- CT;,, + G/P,.. It is clear, restricting to 
closed orbits, that Y coincides on fl; with a certain @ rd , Pp.“;. Now each 
Y,,,, with r $ 7, has a G-equivariant trivialization over c’,, and hence so 
does 9. It follows that T acts on P(s) by the trivial character. Thus if T 
acts on 2”, (s) by the character x, we have that tz(x + D’) = 0 and the 
result follows. 
7.3. Let’s now set some notations. If 7 E ~1, we let R;? stand for the set 
of positive roots in the linear span of Q.,,,. Also tn,. = #N,(S)/S where S 
is a maximal torus in H = N( Li’ ). 
Recall [DS] that there is a polynomial @, EZ[~] such that 
c(y)= #(L;;:N@‘))(F,,) for (igO 
Here V(F,) stands for the rational points over the finite field F,,. Also if G 
is a group with a length function I we set 
F,;(t)= c t”“‘. 
II t (r 
We are now ready to enunciate 
THEOREM. Let E’ hr u coniplrte s~wwirtric rwit~t?~ trtid let A he its rppd. 
The PoimarL; polytmnlial of 2’ is giwn /I?% 
= 1 (t’-t)‘,F,,.(t’)F,,.,(t’) ‘qt’), 
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# c’y # w.. 
ui =gcc;p;.)‘=L I?$ ’ 
h,=cody+ #(RI: n@,), 
c.,. = dim y-dim 7” 
ST(w)= #{rcy: -w.Ly>O). 
Remark. For Y=X these formulae coincides with those in CDS]. In 
particular, the first one coincides for quadrics with the formula in [Str] 
and for groups with the formula, due to G. Lusztig, considered in [CSV I]. 
Proqf: For the first formula we use, as in CDS], the results of 
Bialynicki-Birula [Bl; B23. Choose a suitable one-parameter subgroup 
G,,, + T with Y’= pfn. For each .YE Y’, let C, = [ J’E Y: t.~‘+ .Y as 
f E G,, goes to 0 1. This is an affine cell and its dimension coincides with the 
number of positive characters in T, Y under isotropy action. This gives a 
cell decomposition of Y and the Poincare polynomial of Y is given by 
Using the fibration n: C., z (L7” + G/P,. we get a T-equivariant decomposi- 
tion 
where N,c7 is the normal space to the orbit ci\,. 
It is well known that if rc(.~) corresponds to 11%~ W/W;., then the dimen- 
sion of T,,.,( G/P;,)+ is given by I( W) = min,, ,,, I(g). 
Since E- ‘rc(x) = L,/N(L$‘) and N(Lty) is reductive, we know that 
precisely half the characters of T,(n -‘rc(.x)) are positive. Note that the 
dimension of L, /N( Lt, ) is precisely h;.. 
Now I’,. is the transversal intersection of the boundary divisors D,, where 
scq, and hence 
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It is clear, by the lemma above, that N, O;, rr(.~) corresponding to 11’. gives 
precisely s;, ( IL,) positive characters. 
Let’s consider the second formula. This arises, as in CDS], from con- 
sidering rational points over finite fields. In our situation we have: 
I 7 #Y(F,,)=P,(q 1 
and, using the fibration Ii; + (i,, + G/P,. and the proposition above, 
Y(F,) = 1 #(‘, (F,,) 
;‘F ,, 
= c #Stab.s(~,,).iStab,s(~)(F,,). #L:,/N(L~ )(F,). #G:P;(F,). 
i'E.1 
The formula follows from 
# Stab,s( ~~o);!Stab,s( ;’ )( F, ) = (q - 1 jdlrn ;’ d’m (/I. 
#L;IN(L:‘;)(F,,)=~;(L/) 
and 
#GIP..(F,)=F,.(cl) F,. (4) ‘. 
7.4. The theorem gives a combinatorial identity for every Y, Let’s 
consider in detail the cases of quadrics and groups. 
In the case of quadrics in P” ‘, the simple roots can be identified with 
( 1, . . . . II - 1 1. If Q; = ii, . . . . . i, ), with 
1 <i, <i,< ..’ <i,,<n- 1. 
then let 
p:,=(p,,p2 . . . . )=(i,,i,-i ,..,.. n-i,). 
Note that C p, = n. Define, as in CDS]. 
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where 
COROLLARY. In the case qf’ quadrics in P” ‘, we haoe ,for euer)’ A, the 
identit>, 
;t,l,pec,n, J,, t”“““+ #Q +‘,“““=;f (t?- 1)‘. [;I (t’)$;.(t’). c 
Remark. The cone ;’ is in dSpecln, if, and only if, ;’ has the same dimen- 
sion as yO and Q;,, consists of orthogonal roots. 
Proqf: In this case, 
F,,,(t) F,,,;(t)-’ = ; (t) II i
and 
We also have 
COROLLARY. In the group case, the two ~Jormulae it1 the theorem give, ,for 
every A, the identitjl 
m;A, &-+, q”“‘)+ ‘(i”’ ’ = ??A q’ ‘5: (q - 1 )I’, + ‘Od ;“‘FJ q) F,.., (q) ‘. 
Proqf: In this case: 
@;(q)=q+ (q- l)‘U”T’lFLrJq), 
Note that cod et,, = # Sz.;. 
Remark. The identity above is a particular case of 
tIln~)l,.M” I= C t #R, - tl, ~ 1 )‘; i cd x, I F,,.(t) F,,.;(t) 
;‘F.l 
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